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Organized in collaboration with No Text Weekend, reset features artists Fischer Cherry, Sarah 
Hardie, Ian Hatcher, Jenn Hyland, Eric Pickersgill, and Allison L. Wade. The exhibition is guest 
curated by Kimi Kitada. With an opening reception on September 10, the exhibition will be on 
view at Garis & Hahn through September 25, 2016.  
 
The selected artworks in reset explore how personal interactions are mediated by technology. On 
a global scale, mobile devices have rapidly facilitated communication. Recent scholarship on 
digital culture delves into the statistics and societal effects of technology’s accelerated pace. 
When asked about primary functions and uses of their mobile phones, 81 percent of the adults 
surveyed indicated that they send and receive text messages (Pew Research Center, 2013). Text 
messaging - a convenient and instantaneous mode of communication - has seamlessly become 
integrated into our daily lives. The brevity, lack of tone, and misinterpretations of texts, however, 
can lead to moments of disconnect or slippage. 
 
The featured works in reset scrutinize these moments of disconnect and consider our fragmented 
modes of communication. In Allison L. Wade’s series, Break-Up Texts, the artist extracts phrases 



from her own sent or received text messages, devoid of context, yet indicating the end of a 
relationship. Texts that read I handled things very poorly and wanted you to know that I am sorry 
or This is my last attempt to get in touch with you before I feel like a stalker! are poignant, wry, 
and often humorous; some messages read as impassive, though are reflective of a deeply 
personal moment.  
 
The work of Jenn Hyland similarly appropriates from her own text message conversations, 
allowing a voyeuristic element of reading her conversations. Hyland’s handwriting – which is 
carefully transcribed with each letter − contrasts with the listless, seemingly apathetic content of a 
dialogue between two people attempting to make plans. 
 
Eric Pickersgill’s photographic series, Removed, depicts family members, couples, and 
individuals staring at their smartphones, which are imagined and not physically present in the 
images. The artist reacts to behavioral norms of using one’s smartphone constantly, and focuses 
the gaze on people who are spending time with one another, yet are disconnected and detached. 
Fischer Cherry’s photographs portray women taking selfies and constructing their own portrait, 
while also questioning the agency and superficiality of this act. 
 
Ian Hatcher’s works are “code-inflected” vocal performances. His sound works convey poems 
that emulate a computerized voice, replete with robotic phrasing and poetic repetitions. Likewise, 
the work of Sarah Hardie revolves around the human voice, and she uses the medium of the 
voice to interrogate loss and love, intimacy and melancholy. 
 
Technology represents an opportunity to be hyper-connected, but at the same time, prompts us to 
consider our own human relationships, face-to-face conversations, and signifies a moment to 
unplug and reset. 
 
 
For press inquiries on the exhibition, please contact Kimi Kitada at kim.kitada@gmail.com.  
 
For press inquiries about No Text Weekend, please contact Allison Goldberg at 
allison@blogologues.org. 
 
 
 
 
This exhibition is organized in conjunction with No Text Weekend (September 23-25, 2016), a 
festival and movement based on a challenge to talk instead of text for one weekend, programmed 
with live comedy, workshops, classes, panel discussions, and more. No Text Weekend is co-
organized by Allison Goldberg and Jen Jamula. For more information, please visit 
www.notextweekend.com. 
 

 
 
Facebook: facebook.com/notextweekend 
Twitter: twitter.com/notextweekend 
Instagram: @notextweekend 


